FROM CRYSTAL TO NEW CRYSTAL

The transfigured sound.

Corelli strings for violin, viola, and small instruments.
- From CRYSTAL To NEW CRYSTAL -

A new fiber to manufacture the core of the Corelli CRYSTAL strings, a new high-quality computer-based technologies and more precise automated controls during the production, have improved the characteristics of these strings, while keeping the specific qualities which made their worldwide reputation.

With such improvements, the strings deserved to receive a new name! In recognition of the CRYSTAL strings advantages and their worldwide reputation, we chose to name them NEW CRYSTAL.

NEW SILK COLOR
VIOLIN and VIOLA strings

AN ACCURATE, LARGER AND VERY DIRECT SOUND.
A larger harmonic spectrum.
A faster and more accurate response combining with a high quality of sound projection, from pianissimo to fortissimo.
Expressive possibilities enlarging the sound nuances and colors.

NOTE COLOR CHART, SILK AT THE PEG:

VIOLIN E.1 A.2 D.3 G.4 VIOLA A.1 D.2 G.3 C.4

The references of the strings remain the same (700M, 730M, 730F...), except the A.1 steel string which is 731MB, 731FB, 731LB instead of 735M...

A small leaflet will be included into each set, giving information to the musician, about the new presentation and the improvements of the VIOLIN and VIOLA strings.
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